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Metadata 



@article {Dictionary.com2017, 
     title = {Random House Dictionary}, 
     month = {Apr}, 
     day = {10}, 
     year = {2017}, 
     url = {http://www.dictionary.com/browse/meta}, 
} 

meta-  
1. a prefix appearing in loanwords from Greek, with the meanings “after,” “along 
with,” “beyond,” “among,” “behind,” and productive in English on the Greek model:  
metacarpus; metagenesis.  
 
2. a prefix added to the name of a subject and designating another subject that 
analyzes the original one but at a more abstract, higher level:  
metaphilosophy; metalinguistics.  
 
3. a prefix added to the name of something that consciously references or 
comments upon its own subject or features:  
a meta-painting of an artist painting a canvas.  
 



https://www.flickr.com/photos/centralasian/8071729256  



https://www.flickr.com/photos/landrovermena/15071021146/  



“If music be the food of love, play on;” 

Orsino, Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night 



OOTB 



Nodes 



Type Model 



Model admin 



Properties 

•  Properties allow us to capture metadata values 

•  Numbers, date / datetime, boolean, text & multi-lingual text 

•  *Mandatory or optional 

•  Multi-valued 

•  Constrained 



Constraints 

•  Regex 

•  min/max length 

•  min/max value 

•  pick from a list 

•  or use a custom Java constraint class 



Aspects 



Associations 



Browse 



Search 



Advanced search 



Configured Advanced Search 



Categories 



Friction 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gtweb/11328349694  



All In One Edit 
“Bring efficiency to content creation and manual enrichment tasks in an editorial workflow by being able 
to read / edit content and metadata in one single interface.” 



“If music be the food of love, play on; 

Orsino, Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night 

Give me excess of it; that surfeiting, 
The appetite may sicken, and so die.” 



Automation 



Metadata Extraction 

1.  Apache Tika FTW! 

2.  XPath extraction from XML files 



Inheritance from the parent 

E.g. Glean context from the folder 



Derived metadata 

E.g. File naming conventions 



https://www.flickr.com/photos/thomashawk/307750722  





Complex metadata gathering approaches 

1.  Integration with a Product Information Management system  

2.  Bulk metadata import (not necessarily automated) 

3.  Machine Learning 

4.  Semantic extraction from text 

 

 



Trends & Standards 



https://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/standards.png  



Resource Descriptor Framework 

•  RDF standard from the W3C 

•  Relies on subject-predicate-object triples 

•  John knows Jane 

•  DocumentA isA Contract 

•  Triples form a directed graph which can be navigated 



Linked Online Data  

Linking Open Data cloud diagram 2017, by Andrejs Abele, John P. McCrae, Paul 
Buitelaar, Anja Jentzsch and Richard Cyganiak. http://lod-cloud.net/  



Outbound serialization 



Complex needs 



Where is 
the tipping 

point for 
Share? 



Or the repo itself 

Be aware of the limitations: 

•  Flexibility of the content model lagging behind current industry trends 

•  Internal model is proprietary 

•  Tricky to model some metadata standards 

•  Weak associative searches 

•  Many old file-based protocols don’t support metadata capture 



Don’t forget Jeff Potts’ Anti-patterns 

See http://ecmarchitect.com/archives/2014/06/26/3896 

•  Anti-Pattern #3: Highly relational solutions 

•  Anti-Pattern #4: JSON/XML object store 

•  Anti-Pattern #5: Storing lots of content-less objects 

 



Summary 



Conclusion 
Alfresco Content Services with Share provides a great foundation for capturing 
and storing metadata 

•  Content modelling capabilities, properties exposed through forms, workflow 

Platform is easy to integrate for upstream/downstream systems 

•  Open principles (Open Source, open standards, open architecture) 

•  Java/Spring underpinnings 

•  Node crawler (from the Transfer Service) 

•  Transformation capabilities 
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